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Morin, Arens and Marsh (2016, also see Marsh, Morin, Parker, & Kaur, 2014; Morin, Marsh &
Nagengast, 2013), based on earlier work by Marsh, Nagengast & Morin (2013) and Joreskög (1969;
also see Muthén & Muthén, 2009, slides 133–146) introduced ESEM-Within-CFA (EWC) as a
workaround some limitations of exploratory Structural Equation Models (ESEM). Essentially, EWC
starts with an ESEM model, and re-express it in the CFA framework using the starts values generated
from the initial ESEM model. More precisely, using the exact starts values generated form the initial
ESEM model, the EWC model is estimated by adding m2 constraints for identification purposes. To do
so, selected parameter estimates are fixed to the values obtained from the ESEM solution. Typically:
(1) The m factor variances are fixed to 1 (in a single-group ESEM, for the first group in a
multiple group solution, or the first time point for a longitudinal solution).
(2) A referent indicator is selected for each factor that has a large (target) loading for the factor
it is designed to measure and small (non-target) cross-loadings. Then, for purposes of
identification, these small cross-loadings are fixed (@) to their estimated values from the
ESEM solution.
(3) For all other parameter estimates, the pattern of fixed and free estimates should be the
same as in the selected ESEM solution.
(4) It should be noted that the mean structure from the EWC solution can be identified as in a
standard CFA model (while using the ESEM start values when possible).
For most applications proposed by Morin and colleagues, this EWC approach works fine. However,
we recently realized that this approach was suboptimal for the estimation of higher-order ESEM
models reported in Morin, Arens and Marsh (2016). More precisely, to fully re-express the ESEM
model, the first-order factor variances have to be set to a value of 1 [i.e., the constraints described
under (1) above]. However, in the higher-order EWC models reported in Morin, Arens and Marsh
(2016), the constraints described in (1) resulted in into a EWC solution in which the residual variance
of the first-order factors were fixed to 1, rather than their variance. In addition, having the factor
loading of the first indicator on the higher-order factor fixed to 1 created further interference with the
model estimation, taking it even further from the initial ESEM model. More precisely, if we consider
one of the first-order factor (F1) and the Higher-order factor (HF):
Var(F1) =

residual variance (F1) + loading_HF2 * Var(HF)

So that if the constraints described above are imposed:
Var(F1) =
1 + 1 * Var(HF)
To circumvent this issue, we proposed an alternative (and simpler) EWC solution in which the
variance of the first-order factors can be freely estimated:
(1) A referent indicator is selected for each factor that has a large (target) loading for the factor
it is designed to measure and small (non-target) cross-loadings. Then, for purposes of
identification, these large main loadings and small cross-loadings are fixed (@) to their
estimated values from the ESEM solution. All factor variances are freely estimated. Note here
that it is important to use the referent indicator approach. Fixing some other arbitrary m2
loadings may compromise the efficiency of the estimation.

(2) For all other parameter estimates, the pattern of fixed and free estimates should be the
same as in the selected ESEM solution.
(3) It should be noted that the mean structure from the EWC solution can be identified as in a
standard CFA model (while using the ESEM start values when possible).
For most other contexts, the typical EWC approach would work. For instance, Morin, Arens and
Marsh (2016) show how to re-express a partial mediation ESEM model with EWC in order to obtain
bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals. In this example, the residual variance of the outcome
ESEM factors has to be fixed to 1 in the EWC model to ensure its equivalence with the ESEM model
in which they are also fixed to 1. Likewise, Morin, Marsh and Nagengast (2013) illustrated how EWC
could be used to estimate latent change scores in the context of a longitudinal ESEM solution. In this
context, the residual variance of the Time 2 factors should not be fixed to 1 in the EWC solution.
However, this constraint is not required for this model to match the ESEM solution in which, due to
measurement invariance, the variance of the Time 2 factors was allowed to be freely estimated. Still,
we urge readers to carefully consider their specific EWC application in order to find the approach that
best work with their data.
The revised approach proposed here would lead to new sample inputs for the examples provided by
Morin, Arens and Marsh (2016) on pages 8 (middle) and X of their online supplemental materials, as
well as different fit indices associated with their Higher-Order EWC solutions:
Table 1.
Adjusted Goodness of Fit Statistics and Information Criteria for the Re-Estimated Higher-Order
ESEM models
Model

χ2

df

Simulated data 100.432* 33
SDQ-I
5813.763* 2071
SDQ-I without 6219.130* 2113
method control

CFI

TLI

RMSEA

.996
.949
.944

.991
.929
.924

.036
.030
.032

RMSEA
90% CI
.028; .044
.029; .031
.031; .032

AIC

CAIC

BIC

SBIC

40021
360300
360835

403385
366425
366684

403328
365494
365795

40146
362536
362971

Note. df = Degrees of freedom; CFI = comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker-Lewis index; RMSEA =
root mean square error of approximation; CI = confidence interval; AIC = Akaike information
criterion; CAIC = Constant AIC; BIC = Bayesian information criterion; ABIC = Sample size adjusted
BIC. ESEM models were conducted with target oblique rotation. * All χ² values are significant (p <
.01).
Title: Hierarchical ESEM using ESEM-Within-CFA (Simulated Data)
! The previous ESEM model is re-expressed using CFA. No rotation is necessary.
! The model section uses the exact values of the non-standardized loadings and cross loadings
! estimated from the previous model as starts values (using *). First-order factor variances are also freely
! estimated, whereas the variance of the higher-order factor is fixed to 1 for identification purposes.
! For the first-order factors, one item per factor has all loadings and cross loadings
! constrained to be exactly equal to their ESEM values (using @).
! These 3 factors define a higher-order factor HF, with all higher-order loadings freely estimated..
Model:
f1 BY x1*0.74674; f1 BY x2*0.80372; f1 BY x3@0.80739; f1 BY x4*0.83759;
f1 BY y1*-0.05015; f1 BY y2*0.20610; f1 BY y3*-0.09183; f1 BY y4@0.03835;
f1 BY z1*0.22881; f1 BY z2*0.02457; f1 BY z3*0.01376; f1 BY z4@-0.13088;
f2 BY y1*0.79513; f2 BY y2*0.80701; f2 BY y3*0.95053; f2 BY y4@0.90008;
f2 BY x1*-0.12434; f2 BY x2*0.15514; f2 BY x3@-0.07168; f2 BY x4*0.08193;
f2 BY z1*0.06430; f2 BY z2*0.31927; f2 BY z3*-0.14645; f2 BY z4@-0.00922;
f3 BY z1*0.71349; f3 BY z2*0.66022; f3 BY z3*0.96202; f3 BY z4@0.95145;
f3 BY x1*0.11211; f3 BY x2*-0.13255; f3 BY x3@0.15235; f3 BY x4*-0.02669;
f3 BY y1*0.16258; f3 BY y2*-0.02858; f3 BY y3*0.07700; f3 BY y4@-0.01649;
f1-f3*1;
HF BY F1*1 F2 F3;
HF@1;

Title: Hierarchical ESEM Model of the SDQ-I Using ESEM-Within-CFA (Real Data)
! […] Analysis and Model sections only
Model:
esteem BY sdq_1*-0.03101; esteem BY sdq_2*0.01217; esteem BY sdq_3*-0.09151;
esteem BY sdq_4@0.02081; esteem BY sdq_5*0.03906; esteem BY sdq_6*-0.04812;
esteem BY sdq_7*-0.06562; esteem BY sdq_8*0.07463; esteem BY sdq_9*0.03260;
esteem BY sdq_10*-0.01524; esteem BY sdq_11*-0.05772; esteem BY sdq_12*0.12921;
esteem BY sdq_13*-0.03180; esteem BY sdq_14*-0.07285; esteem BY sdq_15*-0.11861;
esteem BY sdq_16@-0.02130; esteem BY sdq_17*0.02080; esteem BY sdq_18*-0.03832;
esteem BY sdq_19*0.00802; esteem BY sdq_20*-0.00514; esteem BY sdq_21@-0.12155;
esteem BY sdq_22@-0.08714; esteem BY sdq_23*0.09885; esteem BY sdq_24*0.01615;
esteem BY sdq_25*-0.03904; esteem BY sdq_26*0.01240; esteem BY sdq_27@-0.03013;
esteem BY sdq_28*-0.00719; esteem BY sdq_29*0.22094; esteem BY sdq_30*0.18339;
esteem BY sdq_31*0.11053; esteem BY sdq_32*0.07525; esteem BY sdq_33*0.08772;
esteem BY sdq_34*-0.02310; esteem BY sdq_35*-0.05219; esteem BY sdq_36*0.14200;
esteem BY sdq_37*0.35244; esteem BY sdq_38*-0.03335; esteem BY sdq_39@0.10041;
esteem BY sdq_40*-0.00166; esteem BY sdq_41*-0.01108; esteem BY sdq_42*-0.00535;
esteem BY sdq_43*0.04976; esteem BY sdq_44*0.08265; esteem BY sdq_45*0.43268;
esteem BY sdq_46*0.17244; esteem BY sdq_47*0.19713; esteem BY sdq_48*0.00646;
esteem BY sdq_49*0.05793; esteem BY sdq_50@-0.05201; esteem BY sdq_51@0.03668;
esteem BY sdq_52*0.02084; esteem BY sdq_53*0.50177; esteem BY sdq_54*0.07961;
esteem BY sdq_55*0.09049; esteem BY sdq_56@0.01561; esteem BY sdq_57@0.01464;
esteem BY sdq_58*-0.00679; esteem BY sdq_59*0.03239; esteem BY sdq_60*0.15877;
esteem BY sdq_61*0.44200; esteem BY sdq_62*0.34821; esteem BY sdq_63*0.14271;
esteem BY sdq_64*-0.03137; esteem BY sdq_65*0.10076; esteem BY sdq_66*0.01167;
esteem BY sdq_67*0.57164; esteem BY sdq_68*-0.01571; esteem BY sdq_69*0.21330;
esteem BY sdq_70*0.42051; esteem BY sdq_71*0.09761; esteem BY sdq_72@0.64738;
esteem BY sdq_73*0.17188; esteem BY sdq_74*0.64337; esteem BY sdq_75*0.09383;
esteem BY sdq_76*0.59995;
peer BY sdq_1*0.01483; peer BY sdq_2*0.00711; peer BY sdq_3*0.02157;
peer BY sdq_4@0.02496; peer BY sdq_5*0.00559; peer BY sdq_6*-0.04748;
peer BY sdq_7*0.60133; peer BY sdq_8*-0.01487; peer BY sdq_9*0.00059;
peer BY sdq_10*-0.01116; peer BY sdq_11*0.01508; peer BY sdq_12*0.03398;
peer BY sdq_13*0.05970; peer BY sdq_14*0.76648; peer BY sdq_15*0.03099;
peer BY sdq_16@0.04426; peer BY sdq_17*0.04696; peer BY sdq_18*0.07575;
peer BY sdq_19*-0.02550; peer BY sdq_20*-0.02445; peer BY sdq_21@0.89504;
peer BY sdq_22@0.00709; peer BY sdq_23*0.02470; peer BY sdq_24*0.05091;
peer BY sdq_25*0.01956; peer BY sdq_26*0.00629; peer BY sdq_27@0.04108;
peer BY sdq_28*0.50873; peer BY sdq_29*0.06983; peer BY sdq_30*-0.05489;
peer BY sdq_31*0.00798; peer BY sdq_32*0.01557; peer BY sdq_33*0.00357;
peer BY sdq_34*0.10410; peer BY sdq_35*0.01648; peer BY sdq_36*0.37885;
peer BY sdq_37*0.08214; peer BY sdq_38*0.33493; peer BY sdq_39@-0.00893;
peer BY sdq_40*-0.01058; peer BY sdq_41*0.03624; peer BY sdq_42*0.08547;
peer BY sdq_43*0.07033; peer BY sdq_44*0.59996; peer BY sdq_45*-0.07896;
peer BY sdq_46*-0.00915; peer BY sdq_47*-0.00916; peer BY sdq_48*-0.01087;
peer BY sdq_49*0.05702; peer BY sdq_50@-0.03239; peer BY sdq_51@-0.04187;
peer BY sdq_52*0.64059; peer BY sdq_53*0.08961; peer BY sdq_54*0.06749;
peer BY sdq_55*0.03405; peer BY sdq_56@-0.03591; peer BY sdq_57@0.00226;
peer BY sdq_58*-0.03337; peer BY sdq_59*0.01515; peer BY sdq_60*0.57835;
peer BY sdq_61*0.02987; peer BY sdq_62*0.00648; peer BY sdq_63*0.00454;
peer BY sdq_64*0.02051; peer BY sdq_65*-0.00968; peer BY sdq_66*0.02470;
peer BY sdq_67*0.09766; peer BY sdq_68*0.03386; peer BY sdq_69*0.64351;
peer BY sdq_70*0.24271; peer BY sdq_71*0.02979; peer BY sdq_72@0.00827;
peer BY sdq_73*0.03703; peer BY sdq_74*0.04893; peer BY sdq_75*-0.01164;
peer BY sdq_76*0.00385;

appear BY sdq_1*0.71159; appear BY sdq_2*0.09873; appear BY sdq_3*0.13287;
appear BY sdq_4@0.06279; appear BY sdq_5*0.00368; appear BY sdq_6*-0.00785;
appear BY sdq_7*-0.04277; appear BY sdq_8*0.70614; appear BY sdq_9*0.11704;
appear BY sdq_10*-0.01854; appear BY sdq_11*0.11321; appear BY sdq_12*-0.03001;
appear BY sdq_13*0.02418; appear BY sdq_14*-0.00685; appear BY sdq_15*1.00287;
appear BY sdq_16@0.07795; appear BY sdq_17*-0.12160; appear BY sdq_18*0.04556;
appear BY sdq_19*0.01240; appear BY sdq_20*0.01631; appear BY sdq_21@-0.04602;
appear BY sdq_22@1.02221; appear BY sdq_23*-0.00912; appear BY sdq_24*-0.10848;
appear BY sdq_25*0.07942; appear BY sdq_26*0.03758; appear BY sdq_27@0.07097;
appear BY sdq_28*-0.04027; appear BY sdq_29*0.05582; appear BY sdq_30*0.58827;
appear BY sdq_31*-0.01727; appear BY sdq_32*0.11016; appear BY sdq_33*0.04432;
appear BY sdq_34*-0.00522; appear BY sdq_35*0.02454; appear BY sdq_36*0.21725;
appear BY sdq_37*0.18567; appear BY sdq_38*0.48975; appear BY sdq_39@0.02326;
appear BY sdq_40*0.00452; appear BY sdq_41*0.01634; appear BY sdq_42*-0.01316;
appear BY sdq_43*-0.02090; appear BY sdq_44*0.09312; appear BY sdq_45*0.23782;
appear BY sdq_46*0.46624; appear BY sdq_47*-0.00479; appear BY sdq_48*-0.00881;
appear BY sdq_49*-0.01399; appear BY sdq_50@0.00336; appear BY sdq_51@0.00420;
appear BY sdq_52*0.05729; appear BY sdq_53*-0.01538; appear BY sdq_54*0.54715;
appear BY sdq_55*0.01001; appear BY sdq_56@0.05502; appear BY sdq_57@0.02400;
appear BY sdq_58*0.00958; appear BY sdq_59*0.03606; appear BY sdq_60*0.07554;
appear BY sdq_61*-0.01190; appear BY sdq_62*0.40915; appear BY sdq_63*0.01776;
appear BY sdq_64*0.08782; appear BY sdq_65*-0.04775; appear BY sdq_66*-0.04915;
appear BY sdq_67*-0.04068; appear BY sdq_68*-0.03990; appear BY sdq_69*0.04566;
appear BY sdq_70*-0.00037; appear BY sdq_71*-0.02092; appear BY sdq_72@0.21957;
appear BY sdq_73*-0.04005; appear BY sdq_74*0.00244; appear BY sdq_75*-0.01976;
appear BY sdq_76*-0.01995;
phy BY sdq_1*0.02194; phy BY sdq_2*0.01452; phy BY sdq_3*0.78947; phy BY sdq_4@-0.02107;
phy BY sdq_5*0.01981; phy BY sdq_6*0.01287; phy BY sdq_7*0.03353; phy BY sdq_8*0.06273;
phy BY sdq_9*0.00662; phy BY sdq_10*0.59057; phy BY sdq_11*-0.02425;
phy BY sdq_12*-0.06819; phy BY sdq_13*-0.01218; phy BY sdq_14*0.00452;
phy BY sdq_15*-0.03428; phy BY sdq_16@0.03458; phy BY sdq_17*0.84509;
phy BY sdq_18*0.01133; phy BY sdq_19*0.01286; phy BY sdq_20*-0.01088;
phy BY sdq_21@0.03890; phy BY sdq_22@-0.05882; phy BY sdq_23*-0.00818;
phy BY sdq_24*0.96238; phy BY sdq_25*0.00073; phy BY sdq_26*-0.00136;
phy BY sdq_27@-0.02262; phy BY sdq_28*0.04810; phy BY sdq_29*0.06779;
phy BY sdq_30*-0.01366; phy BY sdq_31*0.04801; phy BY sdq_32*0.44694;
phy BY sdq_33*0.00927; phy BY sdq_34*-0.00148; phy BY sdq_35*0.03654;
phy BY sdq_36*-0.02582; phy BY sdq_37*-0.05735; phy BY sdq_38*0.02221;
phy BY sdq_39@0.05285; phy BY sdq_40*0.96105; phy BY sdq_41*0.05432;
phy BY sdq_42*0.02684; phy BY sdq_43*0.04910; phy BY sdq_44*-0.03567;
phy BY sdq_45*0.05679; phy BY sdq_46*0.31726; phy BY sdq_47*0.02376;
phy BY sdq_48*0.89070; phy BY sdq_49*0.00098; phy BY sdq_50@-0.01488;
phy BY sdq_51@0.03171; phy BY sdq_52*0.00920; phy BY sdq_53*0.06230;
phy BY sdq_54*0.07194; phy BY sdq_55*0.02209; phy BY sdq_56@1.07046;
phy BY sdq_57@0.01120; phy BY sdq_58*-0.02499; phy BY sdq_59*0.01162;
phy BY sdq_60*0.03135; phy BY sdq_61*-0.03602; phy BY sdq_62*-0.02723;
phy BY sdq_63*0.01613; phy BY sdq_64*0.72703; phy BY sdq_65*-0.00122;
phy BY sdq_66*0.04326; phy BY sdq_67*0.04468; phy BY sdq_68*0.06114;
phy BY sdq_69*0.01422; phy BY sdq_70*-0.04907; phy BY sdq_71*0.03776;
phy BY sdq_72@0.02647; phy BY sdq_73*0.06399; phy BY sdq_74*0.01812;
phy BY sdq_75*0.03129; phy BY sdq_76*0.04231;
parent BY sdq_1*-0.02668; parent BY sdq_2*0.02864; parent BY sdq_3*-0.00981;
parent BY sdq_4@0.02773; parent BY sdq_5*0.57959; parent BY sdq_6*0.07208;
parent BY sdq_7*0.03752; parent BY sdq_8*0.00950; parent BY sdq_9*0.11439;
parent BY sdq_10*0.05511; parent BY sdq_11*0.03639; parent BY sdq_12*0.39861;

parent BY sdq_13*-0.01614; parent BY sdq_14*-0.04690; parent BY sdq_15*0.00667;
parent BY sdq_16@0.08799; parent BY sdq_17*-0.03809; parent BY sdq_18*0.02067;
parent BY sdq_19*0.38859; parent BY sdq_20*0.03514; parent BY sdq_21@0.01897;
parent BY sdq_22@0.02610; parent BY sdq_23*0.07107; parent BY sdq_24*-0.04255;
parent BY sdq_25*0.06513; parent BY sdq_26*0.38376; parent BY sdq_27@0.01378;
parent BY sdq_28*0.07242; parent BY sdq_29*0.02260; parent BY sdq_30*0.06201;
parent BY sdq_31*0.05306; parent BY sdq_32*-0.00869; parent BY sdq_33*0.03554;
parent BY sdq_34*0.73127; parent BY sdq_35*0.01952; parent BY sdq_36*-0.01827;
parent BY sdq_37*0.11768; parent BY sdq_38*-0.02072; parent BY sdq_39@0.01320;
parent BY sdq_40*-0.01890; parent BY sdq_41*0.06423; parent BY sdq_42*0.76171;
parent BY sdq_43*0.03504; parent BY sdq_44*0.01979; parent BY sdq_45*0.11303;
parent BY sdq_46*0.04475; parent BY sdq_47*0.06342; parent BY sdq_48*0.07274;
parent BY sdq_49*0.00470; parent BY sdq_50@0.86884; parent BY sdq_51@-0.02296;
parent BY sdq_52*-0.01037; parent BY sdq_53*0.13723; parent BY sdq_54*-0.01702;
parent BY sdq_55*0.03126; parent BY sdq_56@-0.01330; parent BY sdq_57@0.06805;
parent BY sdq_58*0.79620; parent BY sdq_59*0.00180; parent BY sdq_60*0.00609;
parent BY sdq_61*0.20753; parent BY sdq_62*0.02179; parent BY sdq_63*0.01376;
parent BY sdq_64*0.05815; parent BY sdq_65*0.04031; parent BY sdq_66*0.85028;
parent BY sdq_67*0.01947; parent BY sdq_68*0.01100; parent BY sdq_69*-0.01439;
parent BY sdq_70*0.00436; parent BY sdq_71*0.02078; parent BY sdq_72@-0.05797;
parent BY sdq_73*-0.02819; parent BY sdq_74*-0.05795; parent BY sdq_75*0.03648;
parent BY sdq_76*0.01392;
schocom BY sdq_1*-0.03574; schocom BY sdq_2*0.31972; schocom BY sdq_3*0.06532;
schocom BY sdq_4@0.19823; schocom BY sdq_5*-0.04472; schocom BY sdq_6*-0.09553;
schocom BY sdq_7*-0.19154; schocom BY sdq_8*-0.17366; schocom BY sdq_9*0.17193;
schocom BY sdq_10*-0.10055; schocom BY sdq_11*-0.09512; schocom BY sdq_12*-0.00304;
schocom BY sdq_13*0.05550; schocom BY sdq_14*-0.01751; schocom BY sdq_15*0.00149;
schocom BY sdq_16@0.41965; schocom BY sdq_17*-0.17914; schocom BY sdq_18*0.12824;
schocom BY sdq_19*-0.07013; schocom BY sdq_20*-0.03820; schocom BY sdq_21@-0.08778;
schocom BY sdq_22@0.04052; schocom BY sdq_23*-0.08808; schocom BY sdq_24*-0.17587;
schocom BY sdq_25*-0.07910; schocom BY sdq_26*-0.06565; schocom BY sdq_27@0.10586;
schocom BY sdq_28*-0.09862; schocom BY sdq_29*0.06475; schocom BY sdq_30*-0.17817;
schocom BY sdq_31*0.34433; schocom BY sdq_32*0.14926; schocom BY sdq_33*0.04007;
schocom BY sdq_34*0.09566; schocom BY sdq_35*-0.03328; schocom BY sdq_36*0.00935;
schocom BY sdq_37*-0.12996; schocom BY sdq_38*0.14800; schocom BY sdq_39@0.26675;
schocom BY sdq_40*-0.04308; schocom BY sdq_41*-0.03316; schocom BY sdq_42*0.15598;
schocom BY sdq_43*0.09851; schocom BY sdq_44*0.05164; schocom BY sdq_45*-0.22275;
schocom BY sdq_46*0.06105; schocom BY sdq_47*0.01216; schocom BY sdq_48*0.17752;
schocom BY sdq_49*0.10702; schocom BY sdq_50@0.01514; schocom BY sdq_51@-0.07166;
schocom BY sdq_52*0.11216; schocom BY sdq_53*-0.06347; schocom BY sdq_54*0.30532;
schocom BY sdq_55*0.19671; schocom BY sdq_56@0.06650; schocom BY sdq_57@-0.03430;
schocom BY sdq_58*0.00228; schocom BY sdq_59*0.07978; schocom BY sdq_60*0.18743;
schocom BY sdq_61*-0.00385; schocom BY sdq_62*0.02041; schocom BY sdq_63*0.40308;
schocom BY sdq_64*0.12476; schocom BY sdq_65*-0.08413; schocom BY sdq_66*0.10837;
schocom BY sdq_67*0.11549; schocom BY sdq_68*-0.02362; schocom BY sdq_69*0.02854;
schocom BY sdq_70*0.00562; schocom BY sdq_71*0.24421; schocom BY sdq_72@-0.01005;
schocom BY sdq_73*0.18943; schocom BY sdq_74*0.08310; schocom BY sdq_75*0.02012;
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